CIRCULAR

Dinam/ Dated: 20.01.2015

To All Competent Persons,

Recognized under Rule 19 of SMPV(U) Rules, 1981.
(As per list enclosed).

Sub: Availability of facilities to undertake periodic examination and testing under Rule 19 for mobile pressure vessels under SMPV(U) Rules, 1981.

Dear Sirs,

All the competent persons who are recognized by this organization for undertaking periodic examination and testing under Rule 19 of mobile pressure vessels are advised to submit following details within 15 days of the date of this circular:

1. Detailed procedure being followed by them for carrying out periodic examination and testing of mobile pressure vessels under Rule 19 of SMPV(U) Rules, 1981.
2. The complete details of site where they are undertaking periodical examination and testing under Rule 19 of SMPV(U) Rules, 1981. This information shall include the Plot no./Survey no./Khasra no.(as the case may be), Name of village/Industrial Area, District, State, etc. & particulars of ownership of plot and whether the site is within the fenced area?
3. The site plan showing all existing infrastructure within 100 meter radius.
4. Details of machinery, equipments/tool & tackles and instruments available for undertaking hydro testing of the mobile vessels.
5. The complete details of trained manpower/technicians available for assistance for undertaking periodic examination and hydro testing of mobile pressure vessels.

It may please be noted that on receipt above said information, this office proposed to inspect the above said facilities for verification so as to decide continuance of recognition to competent person under Rule 19 of SMPV(U) Rules, 1981 for periodic hydro testing of pressure vessels.

Yours faithfully

( P.C. SRIVASTAVA )
Jt. Chief Controller of Explosives (HOD)
for Chief Controller of Explosives